
Randy and Michael Explore Iguacu Falls

Featured Travelers: Michael and
Randy from Houston
Michael and Randy joined Zoom Vacations
in Peru a few years ago, and we were
delighted to welcome them back on another
South American adventure, this time to
Argentina.

Zoom: You joined Zoom Vacations in Peru
a few years ago, and now Argentina.  What
made you decide to take this trip?

Michael:  We had always wanted to see Argentina and Brazil and knew
Zoom was experienced in South America travel.

Zoom: You came with a group of friends. Did you get enough time with
them, and were you able to meet new people as well?

Randy:  Yes it was nice to spend time with our four friends that joined us on
the Zoom trip.  There were many opportunities at the dinners and excursions
to get to know the other people in the group.  On our trip to Peru, we met
Brian and Daniel from Portland and we have developed an unexpected
friendship that has been fun and meaningful.

Read the complete interview
 

Zoom Argentina Photos are in
Our Argentina Tour is such a well oiled
machine. The trip is designed to give you an
incredible urban experience coupled with a
beautiful, breathtaking natural wonder
exploration in the tropics.

We dined in the best restaurants in Buenos
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Recoletta Cemetery

One of hundreds of Sambadromo Floats

Aires, stayed in the most fabulous hotel, and
enjoyed the best tango performance as
well. We even tried our own feet at tango
dancing which we learned was pretty
difficult.

After all this it was onto Iguacu Falls, where
we enjoyed the perfect location overlooking
the Falls, and even a high-speed boat ride
into the Falls themselves.  Talk about an
adrenaline rush! The wonderful group of
people we had on this tour made every

single moment a delight.

See the photos

Rio Carnaval:  What It's All
About
Throughout Carnaval, the streets of Rio
have a spirit and vigor, which has everyone
enraptured for four days of infectious
dancing and indomitable partying. At any
given moment multiple street parties are
taking place in various parts of the city. 

For gay travelers, there are two gay
parades (or bandas in Portuguese) that meander through the streets of Rio's
gay area in Ipanema, plus a massive nightly block party that consumes the
street, Rua Farme Amoedo. These are perhaps the most popular unofficial
parades in the city, with music, dancing, drinks, food, and above all, people
having the time of their lives. This is in addition to the elaborate circuit-like
dance club raves that take place late into the night and into the next
afternoon. 

One would think that with so many drunk, dancing, partiers on the streets
that drama would inevitably ensue. However, the opposite is true. It is a time
when differences are forgotten, and when what makes each of us unique is
celebrated. Experiencing Rio's Carnaval is like entering an altered reality in
which all the inhabitants have two goals: to make each other happy and to
have fun. Carnaval's gay travelers seem to appreciate this more than
anyone. 

Of course the week's main celebration takes place at the Sambadrome, the
samba dance parade competition televised to hundreds of countries and
viewed by millions of people worldwide. Twelve samba "schools" prepare
throughout the year leading up to Carnaval, each creating as many as 30
elaborate floats and thousands of spectacular multi-colored costumes. The
result is an unparalleled two-night parade and dance party. It is the type of
over-the-top splendor and artistry that one must see to believe, and
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A Group of Travelers become
friends on Zoom Egypt

certainly something everyone should see at least once in their lifetime.  

NOTE: there are just 4 spots left!

Read more about this tour

How to Be a Good Group Traveler
After leading hundreds of gay group tours, I
can tell you that a big part of the success and
enjoyment of a trip depends on the individuals
who take the trip.  From the perspective of a
group leader, I have a lot of opinions and ideas
about this.  Recently, I attended an invite-only
trip to Dubai for travel providers, organized by
the Dubai board of tourism, and I was able to
experience this from a different perspective:
that of a group member.  

There were 200 of us, and while one might assume that those in the travel
industry would be perfectly behaved, this wasn't always the case.  The
experience confirmed what I have long suspected: really good people can at
times behave quite unconsciously, and on the flip-side, great travelers can
prove to be truly wonderful ambassadors.  The following is a list of 15 TIPS
to help you be an excellent group traveler.

Check them out!

Zooming With Joel
Michelin Changes it up a Bit

In March, Michelin debuted their South
America guide. Surprisingly, this is Michelin's
first venture into the Southern Hemisphere!
Brazil was the only country on the list, with
16 restaurants featured. 

Alex Atala's Sao Paolo based D.O.M. received two stars (equivalent to
"excellent cuisine, worth a detour") and was the highest rank awarded. Rio
de Janeiro featured six restaurants; all receiving one star (equivalent to "A
very good restaurant in its category"). The restaurants are Lasai, Mee,
Olympe, Oro, Le Pré Catelan and Roberta Sudbrack.

You can be sure that we will be visiting them on our upcoming tour of Rio for
Carnival.

Read additional "Zooming with Joel" blog entries.  
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Vietnam and Cambodia
Zoom Vacations' tour to Vietnam and Cambodia is a
very well-rounded exploration of this part of the
world. One minute we are in cutting edge cities like
Saigon, then the next we are at a beach resort, then
a tranquil bay, then an ancient ruin.  All the while,
peppered with Zoom Vacations surprises and one-of-
a-kind experiences!

Peru for Inti Raymi
The Festival of the Sun, Inti Raymi, is a religious
ceremony of the Inca Empire to honor the god Inti,
and it is a celebration of the Winter Solstice - the
shortest day of the year.  During the Inca Empire, of
four ceremonies celebrated in Cusco, Inti Raymi was
the most important.

Fun Destination & Travel Trivia Fact of the Month
Vietnam: Although Vietnam is a developing country, it has a literacy rate of
94%!
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